A molecular understanding of mast cell activation and the promise of anti-allergic therapeutics.
Mast cells are central to allergic disease. Their immediate (exocytosis of granule-stored allergic-mediators) and delayed (de novo synthesis of inflammatory mediators) response to an allergen underlies the symptoms seen in acute; and chronic allergic disease. Thus, intervention in the allergen-mediated activation of mast cells is a long sought after goal in the treatment and management of allergic disease. The recent gain in deciphering the molecular mechanisms underlying immunoglobulin E (IgE)-mediated mast cell activation has provided optimism for the development of new therapeutic strategies. Among the most promising is the use of humanized anti-IgE antibodies that inhibit binding of IgE to its high affinity receptor (FcepsilonRI) on the mast cell. Other strategies target molecules proximal to FcepsilonRI, whose activities are central in mast cell activation. One such molecule, Syk kinase, has been targeted by various approaches including a small molecule inhibitor that specifically abrogates mast cell degranulation. More recently, various molecules that function to promote protein-protein interactions (adapters) were demonstrated as essential to mast cell degranulation and cytokine production. It remains to be seen if these molecules hold therapeutic promise for disease intervention. Additional studies identifying molecules required for mast cell granule fusion and content exocytosis also bodes well for discovery of new therapeutic targets. While our understanding of IgE-mediated mast cell activation is still at its inception, the modest success in identifying molecules essential to this process affords some confidence for better treatment of allergic disease.